
The latest news and highlights from the world of Medtech

Evolution selected for over 1000 Green Cross users
After a rigorous evaluation process of existing PMS’s in the market, Green Cross Health has selected Medtech Evolution to be rolled 

out across all of its 47 medical centres throughout New Zealand. We’ve put our 30+ years of domain experience into creating one 

of the most advanced practice management systems available today, and are pleased to see it recognised and taken up by one of 

the country’s leading primary health service providers. With powerful features and user-friendly controls, Medtech Evolution offers 

streamlined processes that empower healthcare professionals, helping them to deliver better outcomes for their patients. 

Read the full statement

Evolution gives you multiple deployment options
Medtech Evolution has thus far been deployed with hundreds of satisfied users and is a highly flexible PMS with several 

models of deployment:

1. An On-Premise option allows you to have Evolution installed on a server in your practice.

2. A Private Cloud hosted option allows a third party company to host your server so that you can log in from wherever you are.

3. A Medtech Cloud hosted option that gives 24/7 availability, continuous backups, guaranteed data security and disaster recovery.

Whatever the option you choose, Medtech Evolution delivers a state-of-the-art powerhouse PMS suited to your needs.

All the power of Medtech Evolution, soon via your browser! 
Driven by relentless innovation, Medtech is proud to announce that we have started work on a browser-based version of 

Evolution. This will allow practices to get up and running in the time it takes to launch a browser! This solution will be entirely 

device agnostic and will allow healthcare professionals to use Evolution whether at the practice or on the move. We couldn’t be 

more thrilled about this ongoing development and believe customers are going to love the product. Evolution’s browser version 

is scheduled to become available mid 2017.
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Upcoming Webinars & Events 
The Medtech Training team have been working hard to deliver helpful webinars on a variety of topics. Our extensive webinar library 

covers topics requested by users, new features and enhancements in releases, as well as ‘How To’ topics covering common questions 

and feature usage. We have a full line-up of scheduled webinars and events this July and August. 

See upcoming events.

Ensure they get the message with the Assistant & Announcement tools 
The Assistance and Announcement icons are really good tools to use in an emergency. The icons have received a cosmetic 

update to convey a greater sense of urgency. The Assistant Icon allows you to notify a medical assistant in case of an urgent 

medical emergency. The Announcement Icon allows you to send a message to an individual or all staff. Find them under the 

Tools Menu > Messaging Group. Add these icons to your quick access icon tool bar to find them quickly in case of an urgent 

medical situation. Having the announcement icon on your quick access tool bar means it is readily available regardless of what 

module you’re working in.

What’s New in Evolution Allied Health 1.5.7 
There are new features and enhancements across the Clinical, Admin, and Financial modules, delivering improved display and 

filtering options across the Patient Inbox, Consultation Management, Statement Workflow, and Appointment Books. In addition, 

SOTAP Consultation now includes a new option to retrieve previous consultations including the consent and explanation 

section. See all Medtech Evolution Allied Health Updates.
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